3M Transportation Safety Solutions

We help bring families home safely.

Highly visible vehicle markings

High performance road markings

Digital printing solutions

Reflective traffic sign sheeting

Temporary traffic control solutions

Connected roads
Solutions you can count on.

Highly visible vehicle markings
Bright 3M materials with microreplication and cubed corner technology are easy to apply for a simple way to keep vehicles visible. Markings meet or exceed conspicuity regulations to help drivers avoid incidents and accidents.

Retroreflective traffic sign sheeting
Our bright, durable retroreflective sheeting reflects light to all types of vehicles around the clock for enhanced guidance that meets or exceeds performance standards.

High performance road markings
Whether the road is wet or dry, durable 3M high index optics and microcrystalline ceramic beads help keep pavement markings visible.

Connected roads
The future is closer than you think and thus, we are working on developing the next generation of lane markings and sign materials that will benefit today’s drivers as well as the advanced driving systems of tomorrow.

Temporary traffic control solutions
3M fluorescent materials and wide-angle reflectivity help make temporary traffic changes more visible for a safer driving environment.

Digital printing solutions
Boost productivity by printing regulated and custom colour signs on demand. Instant drying inks eliminate drying time and help keep workspaces clean.

For over 75 years 3M has enhanced traffic safety around the world. That legacy continues today with our mission to help every driver, passenger, and pedestrian arrive home safely through smarter roadway infrastructure.

From today’s traffic sign sheeting to tomorrow’s connected roads, we’re here to help vehicles and drivers navigate the road ahead safely and efficiently.

To learn more about 3M Transportation Safety Solutions, visit www.3M.co.uk/RoadSafety
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